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About Us

Deeksha Academies is the brain child of a diverse group of professionals From the field of medicine,

finance and academics, who firmly believe That education is a seamless and boundless vista which

has no barriers and limits .It ushers in growth of the intellect and enables skill enhancement. We

firmly advocate that the purpose of education isexcellence. The unique feature of” Deeksha is that it

offers an opportunity to those professionals who were cut off from the main stream of advanced and

higher learning, due to some unavoidable reasons or circumstances. Our courses aid in skill

development, professional growth and utilizing knowledge to maximum potential. There is something

for everyone, doctors, para medics, AYUSH doctors, nurses, science post graduates, graduates and

under graduates. Since the courses are through correspondence they can be undertaken along with

regular employment. This is an honest effort to contribute to the socio-economic development of our

nation by adhering to the make in India policy. We endeavour to uphold equal opportunity without any

discrimination.

For more information, please visit
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OTHER SERVICES

Certificate In Infertility
Management

MBA In Hospital Management

Post Graduate Diploma in
Rheumatology

Post Graduate Diploma In
Ultrasonography

P
roducts &

 S
ervices
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :School / College / Coaching / Tuition / Hobby Classes



CONTACT US

Deeksha Academies
Contact Person: Manager 

Shop No. 113, 1st Floor, Shalimar Corporate Centre, Near Cosmos Bank 
Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh, India
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